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Autumn is a busy time of year where the crispness of the air signals back to 
school and back to basics of everyday life.  Colourful fall leaves that dot our 
landscape reminds us that beauty may be found in the simple things.  We just 
have to open our eyes and see in wonderment. 
  
Just think, in the past 18 months you have  survived an  adventure of a lifetime of 
a pandemic.  The adventure continues and life goes on.  We have heard  so many 
wonderful stories of perseverance over the time that it inspires us  to celebrate 
your triumphs with you.   We learned from your journeys that your outlook 
determined your outcome and that your attitude determined your action.   
We learned that focusing on your past blessing and victories and focusing on truth 
,is how you turned your trials  to victories.  Your despair became joy .  By 
persevering , you never gave up on your dreams.  Your faith overtook your fear to 
keep going and by focusing on the promise and not on the problem you were able 
to  reach where you were going.   We marvel at your abilities to: 
      re-train 
              re-focus 
                           re-evaluate 
                                           re-organize 
                                                            re- prioritize ! 
By simplifying , your life gravitates  in adaptation to  " new '  beginnings . 
   Well done! 
 
It is so amazing to see many of you have a " fresh" perspective on life and things. 
Valuing your sense of a vision for the future; valuing your relationships 
with  family, friends, co-workers  and community; valuing your sense of 
commitment ; valuing your health; valuing what your love and cherish the most; 
and valuing your caring, gracious heart  to know that your purpose is beyond 
yourself  and valuing that fact that  human endurance is nothing compared to the 
strength of others encouragement and strength from beyond.  
  



  
C.S Lewis wrote: 
" Hardships often prepare ordinary people for extraordinary destiny' . 
  
Just remember...... the best is yet to come.  
Just hang on tight for the adventure 
  
." Never, never, never, never give up!  " --- Remember the  
aspiring words from  Sir Winston Churchill , a man who inspired  an entire  nation. 
. 
--- His words -were   poetic and simple: ----- 
He reminds us that  
" Success is not final, failure is not fatal, it is courage to continue that counts" . 
and that 
" The positive thinker sees the invisible, feels the intangible and achieves the 
impossible." 
  
 We  thank you  for all the love and affection  you have shown us with hugs, home 
and store bought baked  goodies; flowers,  plants, chocolates, gift certificates, 
wine,  paintings, pottery,  cards, personal concerts, and' gardening" our front door 
over time.  We  loved everything:) because  it made us feel special!  You are all 
special to us here and in our hearts.  
  
We love connecting with you and listening to you.  No matter where you are or 
what you are doing. We stand together with you in your challenges and in your 
everyday mode .  Most importantly we are here for you just an email, text or 
phone call away. We are always  delighted to hear your voice.   Hope to hear and 
see you shortly.  
  
Take care and stay safe and Health.! From our hearts to yours, we wish you a 
very Happy Thanksgiving.  
  
Dr. Leetty and Staff. :) 
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